Return for Spring Homecoming! June 2-4 See Plans on Page 266

The Sooner Magazine

For May 1929

Turner Falls, by Edith Mahier, Frontispiece
Educational Co-operation, by Merle Prunty, P. 251
China in Transition, by Jessie Bloodworth, P. 252
Geology, Oklahoma's Leviathan, by V. E. Monnett, P. 254
Oklahoma Shows the Way, by H. C. George, P. 255
Eli—Artist and Teacher, by Jeanne d'Ucel, P. 256
Wrestling Takes the Spotlight, by Paul Keen, P. 259
In Oklahoma, the Alladin Land, Photographs, P. 261
A New Regional Literature, by George Milburn, P. 262
Hunting in the Rockies, by John J. Mathews, P. 263
Bidding for the University, by J. J. Burke, P. 264
Washington Alumni Toast Bizzell, P. 265
Hats Off to, P. 267; As We Were Saying, P. 268
Here and There With Sooners, P. 270
In the Educational Wonderland, P. 277
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